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ISRAELI MILITARY INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX 
SUSPECTED ISRAELI NUCLEAR ARSENAL AND THE MID-EAST ARMS RACE 
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LIST OF WARS WITH MUSLIMS 
1948 Independence War 
1956 Sinai War 
1967 Six-Day War 
1953 War of Attrition 
1973 Yom Kippur War 
1981 Iraqi Nuclear Plant 
1982 Lebanon War I 
1982–2000 South Lebanon conflict 
1987 1st Intifada 
2000 2nd Intifada 
2006 Lebanon War II 
2007 Syrian Nuclear Plant 
2012Gaza War 
2014 Gaza War 
2015 Sudan Missiles Plant 

2018 Syrian Civil War (Iran) 
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NUCLEAR NON-PROLIFERATION TREATY 
Israel does not adhere to the Non-Proliferation Treaty as other 
countries such as India and Pakistan. Its Nuclear Arsenal is an ‘open 
secret’. The Israeli government maintains a policy of deliberate 
ambiguity. Much of what is known about Israel's nuclear program  
comes from revelations in 1986 by Mordechai Vanunu, a  
technician at the Negev Nuclear Research Center who  

served an 18-year prison sentence as a result.  
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THE NUCLEAR RADIUS 

The Jericho III has a range of (5000-7000 miles). It gives Israel nuclear strike capabilities 

within the entire Middle East, Africa, Europe, Asia and almost all parts of North America, 

as well as within parts of South America. A launch from a submarine off the coast of any 

land-mass would arrive in major world cities within 2 minutes from launch. 

Sources: From the Natural Resource Defense Council published in the Bulletin of the 

Atomic Scientists. Other nations far exceed the count as the USA, Russia and China.  

The estimated figures come from the Carnegie Endowment for Inter-

national Peace. The graph also depicts nearly all the top 10 Armies 

of the world ranked by Global Firepower.com. Of note, the major 

world religions each now has the technology to harness the atom for 

military purposes: Christianity, Atheism, Judaism, Hinduism and 

Islam. All these pretty much encompasses the whole of humanity on 

Earth of the modern era. About half the countries listed are not party 

to the NPT which requires UN inspection and regular monitoring. 
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THE ROAD TO DAMASCUS 
A launch from a submarine off the coast of Lebanon of an Israeli Jericho nuclear 

warhead would arrive in Damascus within 2 minutes from launch. Damascus proper 

has a radius of 10 miles which includes the ancient center & ‘Straight Street’ that is 

recorded in the Book of Acts. It would be estimated that around 1.7 million people 

      1 Kiloton = 1x Hiroshima 

    20 Kiloton = 20x Hiroshima 

1500 Kiloton = 1000x Hiroshima 

 

term ‘Samson Option’ is used to describe Israel’s alleged nuclear deterrence strategy of massive retaliation with nuclear weapons as a “last resort” against the Arabs that are attacking them to the point of ‘mutual 

assured destruction.’ It is taken from Judges 13-16 of the Bible. The whole Jewish world population stands at just over 7 million. Any threat from a nation of a genocidal attempt at extermination of the race and Faith is 

taken literally by the Jewish government. As it has shown in the past, Israel will not hesitate to strike first to pre-empt any chemical, biological or nuclear immanent threat. Hypothetically with a nuclear strike from either 

a Iranian nuclear device or Syrian chemical and/or biological devices would be catastrophic.  As most of Israel’s population & military complex is concentrated in the Tel-Aviv area, the Jewish population and most of 

the  infrastructure would be decimated by at least 1/3 or 33%. Thus it is the region that would be ideal for a 1st strike. The guarantee of national survival is one of who will preemptively strike first?  

THE WALLS OF JERICHO 

The city of Jericho was the 1st conquest that stood in the way 

of the Promised Land. It was Joshua, the successor to Moses 

led the Israelites out of the Exodus. The city was encircles 7 

times and on the 7 time, marched around 7 times to have the 

city walls collapse at the sounding of the Jewish Shofars.  
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DAMASHQنَمكشق 

called City of Jasmine  
Urban area of 30 sq mi 

~2 million in large metropolitan area of ~3 million 
50 miles inland from Mediterranean  

2,230 ft above sea-level  

جمهوريةّ مصر 

AL-QAEDA 

DAMASHQ 

Estimated 40,000 rockets from Gaza alone 

aimed and launched on a continuous basis 

against Israeli settlements. 

Dolphin class sub w/ nuclear arms.. 

Source: Wikipedia.com 

I S R A E L I  M I L I T A R Y   C O M P L E X 

The military forces of Israel are said to be the best trained in the world, 
ranked 10th. Israel has gotten to the point that it is one of the leading 
exporter of weaponries to other countries. Current overall Personnel is 
estimated to be at 3,511,190 with active Military at 187,000. The Israel 
Defense Forces differs from most armies in the world in many ways.  

ISRAELI ARMY (IDF)  ֵצְבָא הַהֲגָנָה לְיִשְרָא 
Total Land Weapons: 12,552 

The IDF has served as Israel's armed forces in all the major wars 

and military operations. The number of wars and border conflicts in 

which IDF has been involved history has made it one of the most 

battle-hardened armies in the world.  
 

 

ISRAELI AIR FORCE והחז  ההווזה עררז  
Total Aircraft: 1,964 
Israel’s Air Force is said to be the best in the world. Although 

Israel’s Air Force lacks strategic bombers to deliver nuclear  

weapons over long range, its F-15I & F-16I Sufa fighter jets are 

capable of delivering nuclear weapons.  
 

 

 

ISRAELI NAVY עורז וםז ושו רו  
Total Navy Ships: 64 

Israel is believed to have an offshore nuclear second-strike  

capability, using submarine launched nuclear-capable cruise 

missiles. These devices can be launched from the Israeli Navy's 

Dolphin-class submarines.  
 

 

MOSSAD מהסד   
This agency is responsible for intelligence, covert operations, 

assassinations, counter-terrorism, bringing Jews to Israel from 

countries where Aliyah is forbidden & protects Jewish communities 

worldwide. Mossad's former motto was from Proverbs 24v6 in the 

Bible: "For by wise guidance you can wage your war". Others 

translate it to mean, "By Deception, Thou Shalt Make War." The 

motto was later changed to Proverbs 11v14.  

MUSLIM 

BROTHERHOOD 

JERICHO NUCLEAR MISSILES  
This is the name given to Israel’s ballistic missile systems. The 
codename was taken from the Biblical city of Jericho.  
  
Jericho I: 1970s  
A short range missile at 500 km 310 miles able to carry only about a 20 
Kiloton Warhead (20x) that of Hiroshima. This first generation system is 
said to be now obsolete. 
 
Jericho II: 1980s  

A medium range missile. It could be launched from a silo, a railroad flat 
truck, or a mobile vehicle. This gives it the ability to be hidden, moved 
quickly, or kept in hardened silos. This second generation system is 
designed to survival any 1st strike attack.  
 
Jericho III: 2000s  

A long range missile. It is speculated that it is an ICBM has a three-stage 
solid propellant. It is possible for the missile to be equipped with a single 
750 kiloton nuclear warhead or multiple low yield Multiple Independent 

targeted Reentry Vehicle (MIRV) warheads.  

The purpose of this chart is to highlight the well-known military might of Israel and its speculative nuclear arsenal. It is believed that Israel possesses nuclear weapons since mid 1960s. The  
nuclear Middle-East arms race ensued. Although no official statistics exist, it has been estimated that Israel possesses 100 - 400 nuclear type of weapons. Because of the off-set in this balance of 
power, neighboring Muslim states as Iraq, Syria and Iran have sought their own nuclear programs. Israel seeing these other programs as a threat to its national survival. Israel preemptively struck 
at Iraq’s nuclear reactors in 1981 and Syria's in 2007. Currently Iran is about to go nuclear. Israel takes the Islamic militant threats to wipe Israel off the map literally. A comparison will be made to 
other current estimated nuclear arsenals. A possible scenario of a mid-size nuclear burst over Damascus will be illustrated for its effects. This scenario is prophetically based on the Book of Isaiah 

17. Israel may likewise strike Iran and/or Syria as the nations are playing a prophetic scenario that if is believable and true, will lead the entire world to the prophetic Battle of Armageddon. 

DIMORA NUCLEAR PLANT 

is the primary location for Israel’s nuclear 

weapons program. It produces the plutonium 

and the uranium purification conversions.  


